Live and work in Međimurje.

Cultural and natural heritage of Medimurje
Ecomuseum Međimurje Malo
1. DAY – Čakovec and Riznica Međimurja (Cro. Treasury of Međimurje)
Arrival in Čakovec and sightseeing of the EMM Visitor Center. Fetching a free e-bike. Walk through the
historic center of Čakovec, tour of the museum Riznica Međimurja and learn about the treasures of
intangible culture and historical heritage of Međimurje, or (optional) recreational swimming and mini
wellness at Gradski bazeni Čakovec (Čakovec City Pools) or a visit to craft brewery Lepi dečki and
sample a dozen local beers. Dinner at the restaurant Rustica. Spend the night in a selected
accommodation facility.
2. DAY – Archaeology and birdwatching
Breakfast. Drive to the Archaeological Park Necropolis under the tumuli in Goričan. Tour of the sight
and learn about the secrets of the Early Iron Age and the life of the Celts. Possibility to participate in
archeology lessons led by a professional archaeologist (prior reservation required). Possibility of lunch
in the restaurant (of your choice)/ excursion site Zelengaj on the banks of the river Mura or restaurant
Herman. Participation in the Mini School of Photo Safari on the educational trail in Murščak, which is a
part of the Mura-Drava Regional Park, or (optional) visit Kotoriba and watch a presentation of the old
craft of weaving baskets and other items made of wicker or visit Donja Dubrava and attend a
blacksmith trade demonstration. Dinner at the Panorama restaurant in Prelog with a beautiful view of
lake Drava. Overnight stay.
3. DAN – Eat and drink
Breakfast. Drive to Štrigova and visit the World Center of Pušipel and learn about the Međimurje Wine
Road. Visit the lookout Mađerka hill and experience the picturesque vineyard landscape of Gornje
Međimurje. Visit the Lovrec family winery in Sv. Urban, tour of the ethnographic collection of
viticulture and wine sampling. We recommend lunch in restaurants Potrti kotač, Jastreb in Jurovčak or
Vučkovec in Toplice Sv. Martin. Visit the deer and mouflon farm with the possibility of sampling game
delicacies followed by wine sampling at the wine excursion site of family Hažić. Dinner at the
restaurant Terbotz with a culinary show. Overnight stay.
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4. DAY – Adventure and anti-stress
Breakfast. Visit the Accredo adrenaline center and participate in various adrenaline adventures
according to the preferences of the guests. We recommend lunch at the family farm Zlatni breg or at
the restaurant Le Batat in Toplice Sv. Martin. Moving on to wellness and swimming in Terme Sv. Martin.
Dinner at the restaurant Kneja.
5. DAY – The mysterious world of Rudolf Steiner and the gold rush
Breakfast. Head to the Dr. Rudolf Steiner Visitor Center in D. Kraljevec. Visit Dr. Steiner’s birthplace and
get an introduction to the life and work of one of the most famous people born in Croatia. Head to the
river Drava for boating and participate in the half-day program "Search for the gold of Drava” with
lunch included or (of your choice) a tour of the Road of biodynamic cultivators and a visit to the family
farm Zadravec and participation in the program "Pomazi meee" on a goat farm with sampling of goat
cheese products. Dinner at the guesthouse Golf in D. Vidovec with culinary show.
6. DAY – Small Međimurje, surrounded by flowers…
Breakfast. Head to Križovec, visit the Visitor Center Med dvemi vodami (Between Two Waters) and
learn about the Regional park Mura Drava, which is also a part of the international UNESCO biosphere
reserve. Ride to the educational and research center Matulov grunt in Frkanovec and participate in a
workshop for "insect hotels". Drive to Peklenica and take a tour of the world's first industrial oil field.
Drive to Žabnik and have lunch at the restaurant Arka with a view of the river Mura. Visit the
century-old river mill and interactive multimedia exhibition "One day in the life of miller Franc Žalar".
Walk or cycle along the educational trail "Svetomartinska" Mura and take a tour of the Skelarska hiža
(old river ferry hut). "Peasant" dinner at the family farm Goričanec.
7. DAY - Wellness day
Breakfast. Check out. Wellness before noon in the wellness center Arcadia in Frkanovec or Terme Sv.
Martin. Lunch in a restaurant of your choice. Return home.
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